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Abstract. The ECHo Collaboration (Electron Capture 163Ho) aims to investigate the calorimetric spectrum
following the electron capture decay of 163Ho to determine the mass of the electron neutrino. The size of
the neutrino mass is reflected in the endpoint region of the spectrum, i.e., the last few eV below the
transition energy. To check for systematic uncertainties, an independent determination of this transition
energy, the Q-value, is mandatory. Using the TRIGA-TRAP setup, we demonstrate the feasibility of
performing this measurement by Penning-trap mass spectrometry. With the currently available, purified
163Ho sample and an improved laser ablation mini-RFQ ion source, we were able to perform direct mass
measurements of 163Ho and 163Dy with a sample size of less than 1017 atoms. The measurements were
carried out by determining the ratio of the cyclotron frequencies of the two isotopes to those of carbon
cluster ions using the time-of-flight ion cyclotron resonance method. The obtained mass excess values are
ME(163Ho) = −66379.3(9) keV and ME(163Dy) = −66381.7(8) keV. In addition, the Q-value was measured
for the first time by Penning-trap mass spectrometry to be Q = 2.5(7) keV.

1 Introduction

The masses of the neutrinos are among the still unknown
quantities in the Standard Model. From the observation
of neutrino oscillations it is known that at least two of
the flavors are required to be massive. Since then a strong
thrive to determine the neutrino mass scale has begun.
And so far the most stringent limit on the mass of the
electron antineutrino of m(ν̄e) < 2.05 eV (95% C.L.) has
been determined by two high-precision MAC-E filters in
Mainz [1] and Troitsk [2]. In both cases, the energy spec-
trum of electrons emitted in the 3H β-decay near its high-
energy endpoint was analyzed. The experience from these
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studies led to the design of the next-generation electron
spectrometer neutrino mass experiment KATRIN, which
aims for a sensitivity limit below 0.2 eV (90% C.L.) [3].

A closely related approach regarding the physics in-
volved, which significantly differs in the spectroscopy and
detection method involved, is the investigation and anal-
ysis of an electron capture decay for the determination of
the mass of the electron neutrino m(νe). A suitable can-
didate would be 163Ho, which decays to 163Dy with the
lowest known electron capture Q-value and a half-life of
4570 years making a calorimetric measurement well feasi-
ble [4].

In β decay processes the energy is shared between the
emitted electron and the neutrino, leading to a continuous
energy spectrum for the electrons. In contrast, in electron
capture the energy of the emitted neutrino is given by
the Q-value after subtracting the excitation energy of the
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Fig. 1. Calculated calorimetric spectrum of the 163Ho elec-
tron capture for a Q-value of 2.550 keV and a zero neutrino
mass. The resonances originate from capture of electrons from
the shells as indicated. Note the logarithmic scale. Inset: De-
tailed view of the endpoint region showing the spectrum for
two different assumed neutrino masses.

daughter atom with one or more holes and an additional
electron in the outer shell. To reach the ground state, the
daughter atom releases the excitation energy via emission
of Auger electrons and X-rays. Accordingly, in a calorimet-
ric measurement, where all the energy emitted in the decay
minus the part taken away by the neutrino is measured,
the energy spectrum is characterized by several strong res-
onances each of them corresponding to the energy of the
discrete excitations in the daughter atom. Thus, the spec-
trum is the sum of the corresponding Breit-Wigner res-
onances at energies Ei with widths Γi multiplied by the
phase space term, which depends on the Q-value and the
neutrino mass:

δW

δE
∝ (Q − E)

√
(Q − E)2 − m2

ν

·
∑

i

λi · Γi/2π

(E − Ei)2 + Γ 2
i /4

. (1)

The strength of the individual resonances, λi, is calcu-
lated from theory and includes as most relevant terms the
square of the electron wave function at the nucleus, oc-
cupation probabilities, nuclear matrix elements, and cor-
rections for the wave function overlap between initial and
final atomic states [5]. Due to the small energy available
for the decay of 163Ho, only captures from the 3s shell
and beyond are allowed. More detailed descriptions in-
clude two- and three-hole states, introducing small satel-
lite peaks to the spectrum [6,7]. Figure 1 shows an elec-
tron capture spectrum of 163Ho calculated using one-hole
states, based on the recommended Q-value [8] and the
atomic parameters as reported in [9]. In the inset, the ef-
fect of a finite neutrino mass m(νe) = 2 eV at the end
point region of the spectrum is shown compared to the
case of a massless neutrino. Once again, as in the case
of β decay, the strongest influence of the neutrino mass
on the shape of the spectrum appears at the endpoint.
However, there is a minor influence extending over the

complete spectrum, which modifies the strengths of the
resonances. This was used in previous calorimetric mea-
surements to determine the Q-value and assign a limit to
the neutrino mass in a single measurement. The highest
sensitivity has been achieved by Springer et al. [10], who
were able to determine a limit of m(νe) ≤ 225 eV and a
Q-value of 2.561(20) keV. Similar measurements with dif-
ferent detection techniques lead to the currently recom-
mended Q-value of 2.555(16) keV [8] but could not lower
the limit on the neutrino mass. However, not all Q-value
measurements are in agreement, with a grouping of several
complementary results around 2.8 keV with uncertainties
well below 100 eV is observed [11,12].

The novel approach of the ECHo Collaboration (Elec-
tron Capture 163Ho [13]) to determine m(νe) is to analyze
the endpoint region of the 163Ho electron capture spec-
trum with high-resolution cryogenic calorimeters. In this
energy region, the spectrum is dominated by the term
(Q − E)

√
(Q − E)2 − m2

ν [4], reducing the influence of
theoretical uncertainties. A sensitivity for the neutrino
mass of 10 eV is aimed for in the first stage of the ex-
periment. A subsequent goal of the ECHo Collaboration
is to develop a large scale experiment able to reach sub-
eV sensitivity. A very important parameter for the de-
termination of the electron neutrino mass is the energy
available to the decay, the Q-value. This quantity can be
extracted from the analysis of the calorimetrically mea-
sured spectrum, while for the elimination of systematic
uncertainties, such as, e.g., shifts from atomic and solid
state physics effects, an independent measurement is of
utmost importance. Penning-trap mass spectrometry of-
fers the required precision and accuracy to measure Q in-
dependently [14]. However, the required relative mass un-
certainty of 10−11 for 163Ho and 163Dy is attainable only
with dedicated ultra-high-precision experiments as, e.g.,
PENTATRAP [15,16] or FSU trap [17]. Penning-trap fa-
cilities with lower precision, e.g., TRIGA-TRAP, can yet
contribute with preparatory studies. As 163Ho is not read-
ily available, the suitability of the sample produced by the
ECHo Collaboration in regard of purity and chemical be-
havior is of high concern for the measurements. Addition-
ally, an ion source capable of reliably producing pulses
of a few or even single ions without significant isobaric
contaminations is needed for most Penning-trap experi-
ments. Finally, a measurement of the atomic masses with
an uncertainty below 1 keV can already serve as a new
anchor point for the nuclear mass landscape as presented
in the atomic mass evaluation [8]. There, the smallest un-
certainties in the area of 140 ≤ A ≤ 180 are around 1.6 to
2.0 keV, even for stable nuclides.

2 Experiment

The Penning-trap mass spectrometer TRIGA-TRAP is
part of the TRIGA-SPEC setup at the Institute of Nu-
clear Chemistry in Mainz, Germany. TRIGA-SPEC com-
prises two radioactive ion beam experiments coupled to a
fissionable target, which is installed in closest proximity to
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the core of the research reactor TRIGA Mainz. Alterna-
tively, off-line ion sources provide beams of stable [18,19]
or long-lived radionuclides, like 163Ho or transuranium iso-
topes [20]. Overall scientific goal of the TRIGA-SPEC ex-
periment is the investigation of nuclear ground state prop-
erties with Penning-trap mass spectrometry and collinear
laser spectroscopy [21].

2.1 Sample preparation

As the radioisotope 163Ho does not occur naturally, it
must be produced artificially by one of several possi-
ble production methods. Only two of them are promis-
ing to fulfill the high demands with respect to sample
size and purity connected with neutrino mass measure-
ments: neutron irradiation of 162Er [22] or proton irradi-
ation of natDy [23]. For the ECHo experiment, neutron
irradiation is the method of choice. The available sample
was produced in a collaborative European effort by the
Paul Scherrer-Institute (Villigen, CH), the Institut Laue-
Langevin (Grenoble, FR), and the Universities of Mainz
and Heidelberg in Germany. The production mechanism is
neutron capture of 162Er and subsequent electron capture
decay:

162Er(n, γ)163Er(ε)163Ho. (2)

30mg of erbium, enriched to 20% in 162Er, were chem-
ically processed to remove any lanthanide contaminants
lighter than erbium, then irradiated in the high-flux re-
actor at the Institut Laue-Langevin at a neutron flux of
1.3 · 1015 cm−2 s−1 [24] for about 50 days. Nevertheless,
undesired reaction pathways occur, starting from other
erbium isotopes as well as residual contaminants present
in the feed stock. These lead to the production of sta-
ble as well as long-lived radioactive contaminations in the
sample, primarily thulium isotopes and 165Ho, as well as
minor amounts of 166mHo. After a cooling period of four
months, holmium was isolated from the heavier lanthanide
elements by means of ion extraction chromatography. The
final sample contained about 1.6 ·1018 atoms of 163Ho. No
further radioisotopes besides 166mHo were detected in γ-
spectrometry studies. The largest stable contamination,
with about 10% abundance with respect to 163Ho, are
the remnants of the erbium feed stock. Whereas 166mHo
would cause an increased background in the calorimet-
ric spectrum, it is of no relevance for the Penning-trap
measurements, as TRIGA-TRAP employs mass-selective
buffer-gas cooling as high-resolution mass separation tech-
nique [25]. Thus, only isobaric species may enter the trap
together with the isotope of interest and induce unwanted
and perturbing shifts in the measured cyclotron frequency.
The only stable, non-molecular isobar of 163Ho present in
the sample is 163Dy. It was already contained with less
than 0.2% Dy by mass in the erbium feed stock, as com-
mercially available lanthanide samples generally contain
traces of other lanthanides, but was quantitatively re-
moved in the chemical purification performed before irra-
diation. 163Dy is also generated by the decay of 163Ho and

Fig. 2. Photograph of the used laser ablation target. The
superimposed circles mark the positions of the sample spots,
163Ho (solid line) and natDy (dashed line). Also visible is the
laser trace produced by rotating the target under the laser spot
around an offset rotation axis.

via (n,p) reactions on 163Ho in the reactor during irradia-
tion. The use of ion extraction chromatography after irra-
diation removed these remnants. To verify the purity, the
sample was analyzed by resonance ionization mass spec-
trometry and neutron activation analysis. Both results in-
dicate no dysprosium contamination above 1% with re-
spect to the 163Ho content in the sample. From the full
sample, a small fraction was transferred to a nitric acid
solution to be deposited on the laser ablation target.

The sample used as 163Dy source, was dysprosium
nitrate with natural isotopic composition, i.e., a 24.9%
163Dy content. No 163Ho was expected to be present in this
sample, which was thus used without chemical treatment.
Both solutions were pipetted two times on the target sur-
face, each drop containing 3 ·1016 atoms of either 163Ho or
163Dy. The target was a 2mm thick disc with 14mm diam-
eter made out of Sigradur, a commercial, glass-like carbon
material, on which four sample positions were prepared by
sandblasting, as depicted in fig. 2. The roughened surface
changes the laser desorption behavior to a more sustained
pattern, i.e., a lower ion yield per laser pulse for a larger
number of pulses.

2.2 Mini-RFQ ion source

The TRIGA-TRAP setup includes a dedicated off-line
laser ablation ion source, which is designed to produce
ions from dried solutions deposited on a target substrate.
Furthermore, it provides carbon cluster ions, which serve
as absolute mass references in Penning-trap measurements
at several facilities [26–28]. This off-line laser ablation
ion source is further combined with a miniaturized buffer
gas-filled radio-frequency quadrupole (mini-RFQ) for ion
trapping and cooling. The laser ablation process is driven
by a pulsed, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. It delivers
pulses with a length of 5 ns and energies of up to 12mJ
at a wavelength of 532 nm. The laser setup is adopted
from the previous laser ablation ion source as described
in [29]. It includes a controllable beam attenuator based
on a rotatable polarizer cube and a beam guidance and
focusing system with a focal length of 0.45m. Thereby,
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Fig. 3. Computer-rendered 3D drawing of the mini-RFQ ion
source. The overall length, including the extraction and first
focusing electrodes, is about 250 mm.

a beam spot on the target with a diameter of 0.5mm is
obtained. Typical pulse energies are set between 0.05mJ
and 0.5mJ. By the addition of the mini-RFQ, the short
ion bunches released by the laser pulse can be stored and
cooled to the buffer-gas temperature of 300K. Besides the
decreased energy spread, the reduced phase space volume
of the ion bunches ejected from the trap structure ensures
an efficient transport through the beamline and injection
into the Penning traps.

The mini-RFQ has a compact size, consisting of four
rods of 40mm length with 11.5mm diameter and 10mm
field free region, as shown in fig. 3. The two end caps are
formed by the exit electrode with a 2mm diameter aper-
ture and the back plate, in which the ablation target is
inserted. The target is mounted on a rotary stage whose
axis of revolution is positioned off-set from the quadrupole
axis by 5mm. This allows to move the laser spot along a
ring-shaped area on the target and choosing a particular
ablation spot position with a precision of typically 100μm.
The exit electrode of the mini-RFQ can be switched to a
lower potential to eject the ions into the beamline, where
they are accelerated to 1 keV and transported to the Pen-
ning trap.

The radiofrequency quadrupole is operated with
UDC = 15V and URF = 120V at a frequency of νRF =
1.077MHz. For singly charged ions with mion = 179 u this
creates an effective pseudopotential [30] with a depth of

D =
q2U2

RF

4mionω2
RFr2

0

= 6.8V, (3)

whereas the ions are axially trapped by a 40V potential
well defined by the two endcaps. For the buffer-gas cooling
helium gas is fed into the RFQ structure through a con-
trollable needle valve with a flow rate of 10−5 mbar l/s. As
the gas can only escape through the 2mm diameter aper-
ture in the endcap and the unsealed gaps around the target
holder, this creates sufficient pressure inside the mini-RFQ
to ensure proper cooling. The storage time was optimized
by observing the width of the time-of-flight peaks in front

of the Penning trap. The minimum width, i.e. the smallest
energy spread, was reached after 6ms of storage. Accord-
ing to simulations, this situation is reached at a buffer gas
pressure of approximately 10−3 mbar. Differential pump-
ing, enhanced by a small tube appended to the extraction
electrode, ensures vacuum pressures below 10−6 mbar in
the subsequent part of the beamline.

2.3 Penning-trap setup

The TRIGA-TRAP setup, depicted in fig. 4 as used for
off-line measurements using the mini-RFQ, is a low-energy
beamline with ion energies of 1 keV. The ion beam pro-
duced in the mini-RFQ, after extraction and collimation,
traverses an electrostatic quadrupole bender. This device
allows selecting between ion bunches from the fission tar-
get or from the mini-RFQ by switching the potentials to
a straight-through fashion or a 90◦ deflection. In addi-
tion, it enables the laser beam to be sent anti-collinearly
onto the ablation target. A wire grid whose potential is
switched between two values to either transmit or deflect
the ion beam, acts as beam-gate 0.6m downstream. With
a transmission window of 2μs a mass preseparation of
m/Δm ≈ 50 is performed before the ions enter the Pen-
ning traps.

TRIGA-TRAP is a double Penning-trap mass spec-
trometer inside a superconducting 7T magnet. The first,
cylindrical trap serves as a high-resolution mass filter
with m/Δm ≥ 104 by applying mass-selective buffer-gas-
cooling [25]. For that purpose the radius of the magnetron
motion is deliberately increased for all ions by a dipolar
RF excitation. By applying a quadrupolar RF excitation
near νc of a chosen ion species, the motion is converted
to the modified cyclotron motion. This faster motion is
cooled by collisions with the buffer gas and its radius is
decreased, thereby centering the chosen ion species in the
trap while keeping all other ion species on a larger orbit.
All ions are then ejected through a 1.5mm diaphragm,
transmitting only those ions from the trap center but
blocking non-centered ions. In most cases this guarantees
an isotopically pure bunch, except for some exceptional
cases of isobars lying very close in mass. As this is the
case for 163Ho and 163Dy, a high sample purity is required.
The cyclotron frequency measurements are performed in
the second Penning trap. It features hyperbolically shaped
electrodes and is positioned in the magnet bore at the
location of the highest magnetic field homogeneity to en-
sure high-precision measurements. Its ring electrode is seg-
mented fourfold to support the dipolar and quadrupolar
RF excitations.

2.4 Measurement procedure

The determination of an atomic mass in a Penning trap
is performed by measuring the free cyclotron frequency
νc = qB/(2πmion) of its ionized state with mass mion and
charge q in a magnetic field B. To eliminate the need for
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mini-RFQ

beam gate

1m

beam monitoring

two Penning-traps
inside 7T magnet

MCP detector
ablation laser

electrostatic
bender

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the TRIGA-TRAP experimental setup. Upper-right inset: enlarged view of the Penning-trap
geometry, showing the first cylindrical trap (left), the second hyperbolical trap (right) and the intermediate transfer region.

a precise magnetic field measurement, the measured cy-
clotron frequency is related to that of a reference ion with
precisely known mass. Because the electrostatic trapping
field in a Penning trap splits the ion motion into three
eigenmotions —called magnetron, modified cyclotron and
axial motion with the three different oscillation frequen-
cies ν−, ν+ and νz, respectively— νc cannot be mea-
sured directly. At TRIGA-TRAP the determination of νc

is therefore carried out with the so called time-of-flight ion
cyclotron resonance technique (ToF-ICR) [31]. Therein,
an ion bunch is captured in the Penning trap and excited
with a dipolar field at the magnetron frequency ν− to a
specified radius of the magnetron motion. The motion is
then converted to the modified cyclotron motion (with the
same radius) by a quadrupolar π-conversion pulse with
frequency νrf for all ions whose free cyclotron frequency
νc is in resonance with νrf [32].

The conversion is probed destructively by ejecting the
ions out of the trap through the magnetic field gradient of
the surrounding magnet towards a microchannel plate de-
tector. The gradient induces a gain in longitudinal kinetic
energy for ions with a higher orbital moment. Thereby a
conversion to the cyclotron motion is revealed by a shorter
flight time to the detector. With singly charged ions in the
7T magnetic field of TRIGA-TRAP one reaches typically
a relative precision of δm/m ≈ 10−8. A gain in precision
for the same ion storage time is possible by applying the
conversion pulse in a Ramsey-type pattern of two short
pulses (of larger amplitude) interspersed by a long pause.
This narrows the resonance peaks and pronounces side-
bands in the ToF resonance and therefore enhances the
precision of the extracted cyclotron frequency [33].

From the measured cyclotron frequencies of singly
charged ions of the target and reference isotope, the
atomic mass and the Q-value can be derived as follows:

Matom =
νc,ref

νc,ion
(Mref − me) + me (4)

QEC =
(

νc,ref

νc,ion
− 1

)
(Mref − me) . (5)

Singly charged clusters of carbon 12C+
n serve as reference

ions, as their mass is exactly M = n · 12 u by definition,

neglecting the binding energy contribution of a few eV per
carbon atom. Such clusters can easily be produced by laser
ablation for all n up to 25 [29]. Thus, for every ion of in-
terest with mion ≤ 300 u, there is a reference ion available
with a mass difference of not more than 6 u. In case of the
Q-value measurement, 163Dy is used as direct reference to
163Ho, eliminating any mass-dependent effects. The less
precisely known atomic mass of 163Dy is of no concern at
this point, because the mass difference, i.e., the Q-value,
is measured directly.

The analysis of cyclotron frequency ratios eliminates
the need for a precisely known magnetic field, while time,
temperature, and pressure dependent drifts and fluctua-
tions of the field still have to be considered [34]. To re-
duce the influence of slow changes, νc,ion and νc,ref are
measured in alternation with an accumulation time of
about an hour. νc,ref can then be corrected by interpo-
lation from before and after the measurement of νc,ion.
Typically twenty to fifty of such cycles are performed to
reach a statistical uncertainty in δm/m below 10−8.

3 Results

As preparation for the mass measurements, the mini-RFQ
performance has been characterized with stable 165Ho.
Using laser pulses with energies around 150μJ, focused
to about 0.2mm2, holmium ions were produced. As is
visible in the time-of-flight distribution shown in fig. 5,
holmium is predominantly ionized as monoxide and diox-
ide ions with the monoxide being slightly more abundant
(Ho+:HoO+:HoO+

2 ≈ 1:2:1.6). Dysprosium shows a simi-
lar behavior, and the measurements were performed with
monoxide ions as these were most abundant. In addition,
this choice has the benefit that the closest carbon cluster,
in this case 12C15, has a mass difference of only 1 u to
163Ho16O, which decreases the impact of mass dependent
systematic uncertainties in the frequency measurement.
The use of the oxide ions is not disadvantageous, as the
mass of 16O is known to a precision of δm/m = 10−11

and the binding energy of the order of a few eV can be
neglected at the given measurement uncertainty level.

In the course of the measurement campaign, 163Ho16O
ions were produced with a steady rate of 1–5 ions per laser
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Table 1. Overview of the measured cyclotron frequency ratios including the extracted results and comparison to literature
values from the Atomic-Mass Evaluation 2012 [8]. Instead of the atomic mass, the mass excess ME = m − A u is given.

Target ion Reference ion Ratio r =
νc,ref
νc,ion

Extracted value Literature value

163Ho16O+ 12C15
+ 0.994 020 278 3(54) ME(163Ho) = −66379.3(9) keV −66377.3(1.9) keV

163Dy16O+ 12C15
+ 0.994 020 264 7(48) ME(163Dy) = −66381.7(8) keV −66379.9(1.9) keV

163Ho16O+ 163Dy16O+ 1.000 000 015 2(43) QEC = 2.5(7) keV 2.555(16) keV
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Fig. 5. Time-of-flight distribution of ions produced by the
laser ablation ion source as recorded on the micro channel plate
(MCP) in front of the Penning traps.

pulse and about 105 ions were detected in total. In relation
to the initial sample size of 3 · 1016 this corresponds to a
very low efficiency. Nevertheless, comparing to the previ-
ous laser ablation ion source, the carbon cluster ion yield
per laser pulse was an order of magnitude higher using
the same pulse energies. The transversal confinement and
the buffer-gas collisions in the mini-RFQ better match the
produced ion bunch to the acceptance of the beamline and
thus reduce the required sample size. A further improve-
ment is possible by adjusting the sample deposition on
the target to the laser trace. Currently, only a small part
of the sample is exposed to the laser radiation and the
majority of the sample remains on the substrate. Thus,
a further reduction of the required sample sizes for mass
measurements by an order of magnitude is achievable by
correspondingly optimizing this step.

The mass measurements were performed by the ToF-
ICR method with a Ramsey-type conversion [33] pulse of
two 0.2 s pulses separated by 1.6 s waiting time. The res-
onances were sampled in a range of 2Hz with steps of
0.05Hz. This scan range includes the central peak and
the first sideband on either side of the spectrum. To con-
firm the position of the central fringe a continuous excita-
tion pulse was used in an interim measurement. 20 scans
were performed before switching the ion species. Thereby
each resonance typically contained 1000 to 2000 ions out
of which 200 to 500 were found in events with one or
two ions, to which the evaluation was constrained to limit

m
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Fig. 6. Time-of-flight resonance of 163Ho16O+ recorded with
a 2 s Ramsey-type excitation comprising two 0.2 s excitation
pulses and 1.6 s waiting time. The solid line represents a fit
of the theoretical line shape [33] to the data. The extracted
cyclotron frequency is νc = 600699.982(6) Hz. Its uncertainty
is indicated by the width of the shaded area. In total 564 events
have been analyzed in this resonance.

ion-number dependent effects. From a fit of the theoret-
ical line shape [33] to the data the cyclotron frequency
was determined with an uncertainty around 0.01Hz. As
an example, one of the obtained resonances is presented
in fig. 6. Frequency ratios were recorded for several com-
binations of targeted ion and reference ion as listed in
table 1. By comparing the frequency ratios of two differ-
ent combinations of carbon cluster ions, a weak mass de-
pendence of the obtained ratios was observed. Taking the
mass of 12C14 as reference, the determined masses of 12C15

and 12C16 deviated by 1.6(1.3) keV and 3.7(1.8) keV from
their nominal values. Thus, a mass dependent shift in r
was determined to be r−1Δr/Δm = −8.4(3.1) ·10−10 u−1.
Because the relevant frequency ratios are measured with a
mass difference of 1 u and in case of the Q-value through a
mass doublet, a shift of this magnitude has no significant
impact on the measurements and no investigation upon
the cause was carried out. It is however included in all
calculations of the mass excesses and the Q-value.

For the determination of the atomic masses of 163Ho
and 163Dy, 32 frequency ratios in reference to 12C15

were recorded. The evaluated atomic mass of 163Ho
is 162.9287387(10) u corresponding to a mass excess of
−66379.3(9) keV and that of 163Dy is 162.9287363(9) u
and −66381.7(8) keV, respectively. The recommended val-
ues in the atomic mass evaluation [8] are in agreement
within their uncertainties of 1.8 keV as listed in table 1.
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Fig. 7. Plot of the 41 recorded cyclotron frequency ratio mea-
surements for νc(

163Ho16O+) to νc(
163Dy16O+). The solid line

indicates the mean value and the shaded area its 1σ uncer-
tainty.

These recommended values are not based on direct mass
measurements, as the only direct measurement of 163Dy by
referencing to C13H7 has an uncertainty of 36 keV [35]. In-
stead, they are estimated by an adjustment calculus along
an extended network of nuclides and mass differences be-
tween them. This chain of connections mostly consists of
(n, γ) reactions between stable isotopes, measured with
uncertainties well below 200 eV, as well as connections
between elements based on β-spectroscopy or measure-
ments of mass doublets in mass spectrometers, both with
typical uncertainties around 1 keV. Based on this input
data, the most precisely reported atomic masses in the
range of 140 ≤ A ≤ 180 are those of the gadolinium iso-
topes 152 to 159, with uncertainties of 1.6 keV —partly on
the basis of previous measurements of our group [36]. Our
measured atomic masses of 163Ho and 163Dy therefore rep-
resent the first mass measurements with uncertainties be-
low 1 keV between 136Xe (ME = −86429.152(10) keV [37])
and 183W (ME = −46367.2(8) keV [38]).

The Q-value is extracted from 41 frequency ra-
tio measurements as shown in fig. 7 with a result of
2.5(7) keV. This value is in agreement with the difference
of 2.4(1.2) keV for the two measured atomic masses, but
more precise due to the larger number of recorded ratios.
However, this uncertainty is more than one order of mag-
nitude larger than those reported for the calorimetric mea-
surements.

4 Conclusion

In this work we investigated various aspects in preparation
of the determination of the Q-value of the electron cap-
ture of 163Ho by Penning-trap mass spectrometry. These
activities included the analysis of the purity of the samples
of 163Ho which were produced for the ECHo project and
the performance of the novel mini-RFQ laser ablation ion
source. As the most relevant result, the direct mass mea-
surements of 163Ho and 163Dy were performed. There was
no indication of a 163Dy contamination in the 163Ho sam-
ple and the measurements could be performed with less

than 5% of the inserted 3 · 1016 atoms. That allowed the
successful determination of the atomic masses of 163Ho
and 163Dy as well as the extraction of the Q-value. All re-
sults were obtained with uncertainties below 1 keV, which
corresponds to a relative uncertainty of the atomic masses
of δm/m = 6 · 10−9. An uncertainty δQ below 0.1 keV is
needed in the design phase of the ECHo experiment. The
number of events required to reach a 10 eV confidence level
on m(νe) depends on the Q-value, as the relative count
rate near the endpoint of the spectrum is dictated by the
distance to the resonances of the N-shell capture and their
inherent width. Therefore, further investigations, aiming
for at least a factor of ten improvement in precision of the
Q-value, are necessary. This will be addressed, e.g., by us-
ing Penning-trap mass spectrometry with the mini-RFQ
ion source and the PI-ICR method developed at SHIP-
TRAP [39,40]. To reach a precision of 1 eV as required
for the conclusive interpretation of the intended results
of the ECHo project in terms of the neutrino mass, an
ultra-high precision Penning-trap mass spectrometer like
FSU-trap [17] or PENTATRAP, which is currently being
set up [15,16], will be required.
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